
Average distance 
traveled OUTSIDE of own 
region to go to school

Students that attend 
schools IN THESE REGIONS 
and distance to get there.

Students in the WEST travel the greatest 
combined distance to school.

The NORTHWEST has the highest rate of 
students who live and go to school in 
the region (81%)

NEXT STOP

49% of students who live in the West Region 
travel outside region to go to school.

Nearly half of the 2,400 students that live 
outside of Oakland but attend a district or 
charter school in the city go to a school in 
the WEST region with the top four being 
charter.
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The NORTHEAST region 
has the highest 
percent of students 
that travel outside their 
region to go school 
with 56%. Students in 
the NORTHEAST region 
also travel the farthest 
every day with an 
average daily round 
trip of 6.7 miles.
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“If the district can provide quality community 
schools in every neighborhood, the cumulative 
round trip distance traveled by students could 
drop from 254,000 per day to about 70,000,”

– Susan Radke, OUSD’s demographer and mapping analytics specialist.
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STOP 254,074 miles daily
that Oakland Unified School District students travel to 
attend a OUSD-run and charter schools.



SCHOOL 
COMMUTE:   
THE CHALLENGE OF STUDENT TRAVEL 
TO SCHOOL IN OAKLAND

OAKLAND -- The 662 bus route to Skyline High School stops 
near 40th Street and Adeline Street at 6:52 a.m., but on this day 
it is running late.

“Sometimes, it’s a gamble,” said Darrion, 17, a senior at Skyline High 

School, who waits for the bus most days after catching the 26 route 

from his home in West Oakland to the scenic campus in the Oakland 

Hills.

As 6:52 a.m. becomes 7:10 a.m., Darrion starts to cross the street to 

catch another route with hopes to get to school before it starts at 8:05 

a.m. But, as he walks his way up 40th Street, the 662 appears at the 

corner of San Pablo Avenue and makes the turn.

“Let’s go,” said Darrion as he hustles back up the street to the bus stop.

Dressed in a grey Skyline track and field sweatshirt and matching red 

warm up pants, Darrion boards the bus at 7:21 a.m., and the driver 

says, “Oh, you go to Skyline?” Darrion nods his head and the driver 

says, “Sorry about that, the bus broke down.”

The bus speeds past three stops before picking up eight more students 

bound for Skyline at Moraga Avenue and Medau Place in Oakland’s 

Montclair district and reaches Skyline at 7:55 a.m.

Darrion is one of just over 48,000 students in the  

Oakland Unified School District that travels a  

combined 254,000 miles each day in some capacity 

to attend school, according to data in the district’s 

Strategic Regional Analysis (SRA).

The SRA is a data tool the district developed to assist in 

its 2015-2020 Strategic Plan. The tool splits Oakland into 

five regions (Central, East Northeast, Northwest, and 

West) based on similar demographics and data points. 

Data within the SRA includes: demographics and 

enrollment, neighborhood and environmental stress 

factors, number of students that attend and decide 

to leave district-run schools, performance of schools, 

school choice, and other points.

Distance traveled data and what the district calls Live/

Go patterns -- data on where students live and where 

they go to school -- make up one data set highlighted 

in the 178-page report that is expected to be updated 

and enhanced over the years to help the district  

provide quality schools for each neighborhood.
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Oakland Unified School District has an open enrollment policy that 

allows students to attend schools across the city even if those schools 

are not in their neighborhood or region. According to SRA data, 16,839 

of the district’s 48,181 students (or 35 percent) travel outside their 

region to attend school.

“We are working hard to break down the distance traveled by  

building up our community schools,” said Susan Radke, OUSD’s  

demographer and mapping analytics specialist. “The overall goal of 

our strategic plan is that there should be quality community schools in 

every neighborhood.”

If the district can provide quality schools in every neighborhood, the 

cumulative round trip distance traveled by students could drop from 

254,000 per day to about 70,000, Radke said.

Defining quality is a difficult task, with the currently suspended  

Academic Performance Index (API) most often used to measure  

quality. The district, however, is working to develop better indicators  

of quality that are rooted in local data. 

The Northeast Region has the highest percentage of students (56%)  

that travel to attend school somewhere else in the city, and also has  

the most daily average round trip miles traveled per student at 6.7.

West Oakland students travel the second farthest to get school,  

logging an average of 4.6 round trip miles each day. The West Region 

also had the second highest percentage of students, 49%, that live 

in the region but choose to attend a school in one of the four other 

regions.

“Through our analysis, we are finding that families are OK with traveling 

to schools they think are better,” Radke said. “The question is, why do 

they think they are better?”

Darrion said both his parents agreed that they did 

not want him attending school in the West Region 

and allowed him to choose between Oakland Tech 

and Skyline. One of Oakland’s top track athletes, 

Darrion said he picked Skyline because of its  

location and its computer science and  

technology academy.

And for the past seven years, Darrion has begun each school day at 

5:30 a.m. to catch two to three buses and make the hour to hour and 

a half trip across Oakland to go to school, first at Bret Harte Middle 

School for three years and then for the past four years at Skyline.

“When you (travel) for so long, it becomes an everyday thing,” said 

Darrion. “It doesn’t faze you very much.”

Darrion’s journey to Skyline can take anywhere from 60 

to 90 minutes to complete. His trek home is just as long, 

but with track practice and his other extracurricular 

activities that include filming various school functions, 

Darrion often doesn’t get home until 7 or 8 p.m.

“Teenagers often don’t have that get up and go,  

especially in the morning,” said Mark Frey, director of 

the computer science and technology academy and 

Darrion’s teacher for the past three years at Skyline. 

“And then there is Darrion, who developed a discipline 

at such an early age that is hard to fathom.”

Back on the bus, Darrion is the lone passenger for a 

majority of the trip up to Skyline until the fourth stop 

when five fellow Skyline students board, including a 

track teammate. Along the way, Darrion knows the 

route so well that the driver, who isn’t the usual one, 

asks Darrion, “I don’t get on the 13, right?”

Darrion responds, “No, stay on Moraga.”

And as the bus pulls into Skyline’s roundabout with 10 

minute to spare before school starts, Darrion is asked 

why he has kept up the journey for so long.

“My friends,” he said. “And I like my school enough to 

keep going.”

“Through our analysis, we are finding that 
families are OK with traveling to schools 
they think are better. The question is, why 
do they think they are better?”

-- Susan Radke,  
   OUSD demographer and mapping analytics specialist

“If the district provided  
quality schools in every  
neighborhood, the distance 
traveled by students would 
drop from 254,000 per day  
to about 70,000.”
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http://edsource.org/2014/state-board-makes-it-official-no-api-scores-for-next-two-years-2/63462#.VYBxwxNViko


ABOUT THE STRATEGIC REGIONAL ANALYSIS
The Strategic Regional Analysis (SRA) is a new data tool that the  

Oakland Unified School District has developed to inform community 

dialogue and overall planning for our public schools. The SRA splits 

Oakland into five regions (Central, East Northeast, Northwest, and 

West) to examine through consistent data how each region’s  

students are doing and what their greatest needs are. Data in the 

SRA include demographics and enrollment, neighborhood and  

environmental stress factors, school performance, school choice, 

and more. The district released the first set of SRA reports in spring 

2015, held community meetings to gather feedback on the tool, and 

will continue to collect and analyze the data on an annual basis. 

The SRA is a rich and complex tool for transparency, accountability, 

and planning. To help the public access and engage with the SRA 

data, The Oakland Achieves Partnership will publish a series of  

deep-dive briefs into some of  the key data points. These briefs will 

lift up what experts and community members think about these key 

points, and bring the data to life through stories of the people  

behind the numbers. 

THE STORIES 
BEHIND THE 
DATA:  

ABOUT THE OAKLAND ACHIEVES  
PARTNERSHIP 
The Oakland Achieves Partnership brings together 

public and private organizations with a deep  

commitment to public education. Our dream is for all 

children in our city to have access to the education 

they will need to graduate from high school ready for 

college and career. We believe that by sharing our  

collective resources and expertise we can remove  

barriers to school success, expand educational  

opportunities, and help all learners to excel from their 

earliest years through adulthood.

The Oakland Achieves Partnership publishes data 

and stories about factors affecting students so that 

policymakers, civic and community organizations, 

and philanthropists have the information they need 

to make decisions about school policy. 

EXPLORING OUSD’S NEW STRATEGIC REGIONAL ANALYSIS (SRA)
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